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Parkeray
Well-being of staff in today’s work environment is just as important as creating great space. It
starts with a sustainable hydration.

Overview
Parkeray is a professional main contractor specialising in the fit out and refurbishment of
office buildings and commercial premises within central London and the southern Home
Counties.
With over 21 years’ experience of delivering high-quality work environments for a number
of sectors, Parkeray knows what it takes to carry a project beyond the finish line; while
ensuring a smooth, positive project experience is had by all. Partnering with the very best
professional teams and supply chain members, attention to detail and a quality output is
a given while bringing the best in collaboration and innovation to the table. Every project
requires a great understanding that ensuring the well-being of stakeholders in today’s
work environment is just as important as creating great space.

Parkeray HQ
London
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The challenge – an efficient boiling and chilled filtered water
system
Parkeray’s new HQ at 24 King William Street is an open-plan office
space, offering their employees a great space for collaborative
working and client’s meetings.
Following a long-standing working relationship with Billi, the project
team was clear on their requirements when it comes to hydration.
They were looking for a high-capacity under-counter system with
a matching mixer tap to complement their stylish kitchen space,
suitable for bottle filling as well.

Solution
Parkeray went ahead with two of the Billi Quadra Plus 9 in Matte
Black with matching drainage fonts, providing boiling and chilled
filtered water and paddle mixer taps, dispensing hot and cold
filtered water to the impressive new office space.
They have also decided to extend their brand in a creative way by
choosing our branded glass bottles, saving the environment by
eliminating single-use plastic.
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“When we picked Billi as our preferred
supplier of under-counter filtered
water systems, we knew that the
product, customer service, installation
and aftercare will be excellent.
Dealing with different members of
staff was smooth and efficient and
we particularly like the black matte
finish which complements our kitchen
design very well. All in all, very pleased
and we look forward to working with
Billi on future projects.”

Dean Mythen
Commercial Manager at Parkeray
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